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Social Media
Strategy 101

10 Questions To Ask Before Starting
a Social Media Program
Or midstream to see if you're on track, or
need a strategy reboot!
1)

What are the marketing, communication, business and reputational
challenges, opportunities we seek to address?

2)

Which audiences specifically are the top priority we are most interested in
engaging with through social media?
Potential audiences are many—Be careful not to use one
tactic, voice or plan for all your audiences if you know they have very
different interests and/or habits, and diverse relationships with your
business and its products or services. You will end up achieving very
little through a global, watered down approach.
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3)

Why do we want to communicate through social media with the audiences
named in #2? What end result do we seek for each, or results, or steps to results?

4)

How are we currently communicating with the audiences identified in #2?

5)

How are we measuring the impact and results of our current communication tactics
with the audiences identified in #2? (If the answer is “We do not have current
benchmarks, metrics or objectives,” your organization is not ready yet to begin
social media tactics. Focus first on reviewing all data available against your
business, reputational and other outcome goals. Only then can you set some
realistic and meaningful objectives for your social media work.)

6)

Are current tactics working? How well?
1.

Are we reaching our objectives and if not, why?

2.

What have we learned through audience research,
whether formal or informal?
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7) What are the highest priority gaps or holes we see in need of better
results? These are the opportunities for improvement and enhancement to
explore. Not just through social media—but through review and
assessment of each medium and tactic currently being utilized across the
brand and at each institution/center/satellite, etc.
8) What benchmarks do we seek to achieve through the addition of social
media for each priority audience/need?
9) Which social media channels match up best for these needs and
audiences? Each social media tool/app/tactic has its own strengths and
weaknesses you should review. Each is appropriate for certain audiences
and demographics, and inappropriate for other demographics.
10) What resources /people/time/budget do we have available, and what
percentage of our resources/time seem wise to allocate, based on findings
from #1 through #9 questions? Are there current duties or tactics that we
will need to adjust in importance, and if so, is everyone in agreement on
our new time and resource allocations for this effort?

Why It All Matters
•

Most organizations skip #1-#10 above. They waste precious staff time and
volunteer time and money and resources spinning their wheels posting
Facebook messages and Twitter messages with little to no strategy, objectives
or measurement and adjustments.
They focus on getting likes, followers, etc. These are not outcomes at all. They
mean little to nothing to any organization and are simply a measurement of
how many people possibly could have seen the social presence at least once
and clicked once. We have no evidence that they ever read any posts or ever
came back or ever took any desired action or changed or adopted their minds
about something.
However all of that is measurable if time is spent in your pre-phases.

•

Often the right answer for an organization or company on “which social media
tactics should we use?” is.... none! Or perhaps one or two only—specific
tactics that appeal to a specific demographic of highest importance.

•

After deciding what medium(s) and your general goals and benchmarks for the
program, it is time to create a content strategy, message map and spreadsheet
by date for each included institution's social presence and to pick the correct or
desired spokespersons for those tactics.

•

Put your strategy plan and draft topic schedule, plans together in a document
for senior management to review along with your marcom strategy research and
objectives, benchmarks. Decide who will staff the program. Who is the manager
of it? Who is assistant1 or assistant2? Define each person’s exact role in
advance. Can you do it all with current staff? Do you need to bring in additional
contractors? Or a split of staff/vendor relationships?

•

After acceptance of the plan/revisions, begin the program and its
measurement/reporting plan. After X number of months---review the program
and its successes, challenges and make adjustments as needed to improve
successes. Or test other tactics or variations through focus groups.

•

Rinse and repeat! :>)

